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Agenda

9:30-9:50 Session 1 - The Coalition to Fight Financial Crime
Speaker: Che Sidanius, Head of Financial Crime Regulation and Industry Affairs, Refinitiv
9:50-10:20 Session 2 - Compliance Under the Spotlight (World of Football)
Speaker: Vincent Denonville, Head of Compliance Operations & Strategy, FIFA
10:20-11:15 Session 3 - How to manage non-compliance risk while reducing operational costs?

Speakers: Inna Podsekina, Research Manager, Refinitiv
Adrian Mahn, Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv
11:15 Coffee Break
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Agenda

11:30-12:10 Session 4 - Ultimate Beneficial Ownership
Speaker: Adrian Mahn, Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv
12:10-12:50 Session 5 - High risk customers and third parties: Who are they and how you can partner with Refinitiv to
know all about them
Speaker: Adam Skowronek, EMEA Case Manager, Refinitiv
12:50-13:10 Session 6 - Bringing together the power of World-Check with a Digital Identity solution
Speaker: Adrian Mahn, Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv
12:50 Networking Lunch
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Che Sidanius

Head of Financial Crime Regulation and Industry Affairs,
Refinitiv

The Future of Fighting Financial Crime
Urgent need for a coordinated approach
Che Sidanius
Global Head of Financial Crime and Industry Affairs

Discussion
Financial, trafficking and sanctions crimes are still prevalent
and pose risks for business, the public sector and citizens
Public and private sectors are urged to take a quick stance in
this fight. Building trust and promoting collaboration is the way
forward
Information sharing and the use of technology needed to uncover
criminal networks
This is not just a compliance issue but poses a risk to the
integrity of the financial system
7

Current state
of affairs

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Money laundering continues
to dominate the headlines…

‘EU drafts new money laundering laws
following bank scandals’
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Collectively, we’re 1% from total
failure…there’s a crisis of confidence
Money laundering is truly a global phenomenon
–

Chart: Estimated earnings from criminal activity in the
US, billions (tax evasion excluded)

Proceeds from criminal activity in some regions
appear to be increasing exponentially
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‘Technical’ compliance, rather than effectiveness,
is at the center of the current AML system
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Correspondent banks are terminating relationships
with regional institutions (e.g. ‘de-banking’),
creating barriers to entry and financial inclusion

The size of money laundering is greater than
any country’s GDPs, excluding the 10 largest
Refinitiv’s ‘True cost of financial crime’ report
•

$1.5 trillion in lost turnover

•

$1.3 trillion spent on combatting financial crime (3.1% of
annual turnover)

•

47% of firms have been a victim of financial crime

•

40 million are victims of modern slavery ($150 billion), see
next slide

UN report
▪

5% of global GDP in illicit proceeds from organised crime
alone

▪

Less than 1% of proceeds are seized or frozen by law
enforcement

Europol
•
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86% is laundered through the banking system

Victims of Modern Day Slavery

Let's not forget the human cost.

The current number of
modern-day slaves is
higher than the number of
legal slaves in past
centuries. It also exceeds
the population of some of
the world’s largest cities.
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40M
Population of
Shanghai

Population of
Beijing

24M

21M

Population of
Istanbul

15M

Common challenges to perform due
diligence and monitoring
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLIANCE COST
• Compliance costs for banks and other players are significant and growing
• But, the cost of not complying is even higher
FINANCIAL EXCLUSION
• Despite proven demand for FS, the market has not yet met those demands
• Global regulators recognize and seek to curb financial exclusion
RAPIDLY EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY
• Technology advances increase the capabilities of bad actors
• Lack of regulatory standards on new technology limits ability to counter
financial crime
COMPLEX REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
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• Regulatory approaches differ significantly between jurisdictions
• Sometimes there are opposing requirements

The need for a
collective response

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Together with WEF & Europol, we formed the
Global Coalition to Fight Financial Crime
Global scope
to raise awareness and create a global standard
of cooperation to replace regional safeguards

Representing different parts of the antifinancial crime ecosystem, the Coalition
has the expertise to advocate for more
effective allocation of resources by
promoting best-in-class approaches to:
•
•
•
•
•
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Financial crime management
Risk intelligence
Law enforcement capabilities
Public-private information sharing
Thought leadership

Key objectives
identified

Five key objectives identified:

Mitigate financial crime by:

Enhance the
effectiveness
of the global
AML regime

Identify key
weaknesses in
the current
system

Advocate tangible
reforms at political
and policy levels
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1

To raise global awareness of financial crime as
a critical challenge with grave financial and
human consequences

2

To promote more effective information sharing
between public and private entities on a
coordinated, global level

3

Propose mechanisms to identify emerging
threats & best practice approaches to develop
more robust money laundering systems and
controls

4

To identify pain points in the current AML regime and
propose solutions for addressing these

5

To support initiatives to assist governments
and law enforcement to more effectively identify
and seize the assets of criminals

Substantial work linked to the Coalition’s
objectives
1. Raise global awareness of
financial crime as a critical
challenge with grave financial
and human consequence

WEF Davos Event 2019

2. Promote more effective
information sharing between
public and private entities

3. Propose mechanisms to
identify emerging threats &
best practice approaches to
more robust ML controls

4. Identify pain points in the
current AML/CTF regime and
proposing solutions for
addressing these

Promote the Future of
Financial Intelligence
Sharing project

Regional WEF Events –
Digital Tools in the Fight
Against Financial Crime

G7 Engagement

Discussions with Policy
bodies

Nov. 21, 2018 Crypto
Event

Engagement with global
policy makers on
AML/GDPR rules

2018 Crypto Event

RUSI Financial Crime 2.0
Project

True Cost of Financial
Crime report

Slide
21

Coalition Launch
Data analytics project:
Human Trafficking
Social media campaign
reached 64 countries, 15
million

Slide
22

Generate political will to tackle financial crime
Ongoing engagement with G7
17

Slides 20
& 23

[1] Terrorist networks are increasingly interlinked
and global
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Source: World Check

[2] There’s an urgent need to find common ground
between conflicting regulatory requirements like
AML and GDPR
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[3] WE need to promote public-private
partnerships and the use of technology
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Jurisdiction

Model

Led by

Canada – Project PROTECT

Typology codevelopment

Private
sector

Netherlands – Terrorist Financing
Taskforce

Analysts colocation &
typology
development

Prosecutorled together
with police

Hong Kong Fraud and Money
Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

UK Joint Money Laundering
Intelligence Taskforce

Tactical info
sharing linked to
typologies

Law
enforcement

Australian Fintel Alliance

Secondment
based & analyst
co-location

FIU

US Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network

Case briefing for
tactical info
sharing

FinCEN

Singapore AML/CFT Partnership

Typology codevelopment
only

Supervisor

Europol Financial Intelligence PPP

Transnational
typology
development

Europol-led

Case study:
Using analytics to uncover human trafficking
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Source: World Check

A word of caution - the global AML Supervisory
regime has a fatal flaw. I’ve seen it before…

Capital adequacy

Since the 2009 Financial Crisis, Liquidity,
Credit and Market risk controls have been
strengthened

Business model assessment
Asset quality

Governance and risk
Management

Assessment of risks to capital

Management

Earnings

Liquidity
Assessment of risks to liquidity

Sensitivity to market risk
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AML is currently considered an Operational
risk and doesn’t take in to account that it
can cause a ’run-on-the-bank’ and financial
instability

We need to acknowledge that financial
crime poses a risk to the integrity of the
banking system

A new perspective on the financial crime
challenge – a case study in banking instability
ABLV - one the largest banks in Latvia

Latvia

Country profile: €8.1 billion in foreign deposits,
controlled by 26,000 shell companies
▪ Banking system represent 40% of Latvia’s
GDP!
▪ 12 February: FinCEN accused ABLV of ‘institutional
money laundering’
– Lost access to the USD funding market
– Within days there was a €600 million run-on-the-bank
▪ 19 February: ECB suspended all payments
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However, that’s just the beginning… where
did the illicit proceeds go?
➢ Primary deposit flow and ‘flight-tosafety’
Russia
Estonia
UK

Ukraine
Germany
Czech Republic
Switzerland

▪ Germany
▪ Switzerland
▪ Russia
➢ Secondary deposit flow destination
▪ UK
▪ Ukraine
▪ Czech Republic
▪ Estonia
▪ Cyprus

Cyprus
Primary deposit flow
24

Secondary deposit flow

Appendix

Who we are and what
we do
The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.

Our DNA – as the world’s first Fintech with
over a 150 year history

1850

1858

1865

1964

1973

1980

1981

1989

PIGEON

CABLE

TELEGRAPH

STOCKMASTER

MONITOR

TRIARCH

DEALING

DEALING 2000

Paul Julius Reuter used
carrier pigeons and the
new Calais-Dover cable
to transmit stock
market quotations

Cable from GB to US
laid, enabling Reuters
to expand its expertise
in global currency
exchange

Reuters first to report
President Lincoln
assassination by
telegraphing news to
London

Market prices carried
from New York to
London for delivery
around Europe on
Stockmaster machines

Monitor Money Rates
Service launches,
creating the first
electronic marketplace
for FX

Launched Trading
Room Architecture
(Triarch) – our first API

Reuters Monitor
Dealing Service
launches enabling FX
trades via video Quite
literally the first Social
Network

Reuters launches
Dealing 2000 enabling
automated
communication
between traders and
their back office

1999

REUTERS
3000XTRA

2001

RMDS

2006
TREP

EIKON

ELEKTRON

EIKON APP
STUDIO

ELEKTRON DATA
PLATFORM

Private network links to
Reuters gives live prices
from global stock,
commodity, futures,
derivative and bond
markets as well as FX
price makers.

Reuters Market Data
System launched to help
clients integrate and
distribute third-party data

Thomson Reuters
Enterprise Platform
launches, delivering a
massive decrease in
latency in the movement
of complex financial
content between
counterparties

Thomson Reuters
launches next generation
desktop Eikon, providing
access to trusted news,
data & analytics for the
financial community

Enabling firms to function
and run their operations
by delivering powerful
content and technology
solutions

Open platform approach
taken to a new level with
Eikon App Studio and
Thomson Reuters
Professional Developer
Community (TRPDC)

An open platform that
supports an ecosystem
where content, analytics
and proprietary, customer
and 3rd party technology
come together to reveal
hidden opportunities,
potential risks and new
pathways to profits
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2010

2013

2016

2017

2018

REFINITIV
FORMATION

Who we are, what we do
Data, Analytics and Workflow

Venues and Transactions
Leading insight and
services for our industry’s
most demanding
business processes

Elemental source of
mission critical data
into our customer’s
core workflow

– Equipping customers with the
data, insights, technologies, and
expertise to succeed

– Connecting the global ecosystem
to drive performance and
innovation

– The rise of smarter humans with
smarter machines

– Supporting the industry to be more
agile in trading and investing

Driving
Performance
•
•
•
•
•
•
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News content workflow and analytics
Indices and benchmarks
Trading infrastructure and services
Hosted transaction processing
Pricing reference and entity data
Execution management systems

Risk

– Anticipate, proactively manage,
and inform on risk and compliance
– Supporting global and expanding
businesses manage risk across
different geographies

Enabling Community and
Connectivity
•
•
•
•

FX venues – Dealing, Matching, FXall
Fixed income venues – D2D and D2C
Messaging and chat
Eikon Auctions and FI call outs

FXT

Managing Risk
& Regulation
•
•
•
•

Anti-financial crime data and Enhanced
Due Diligence solutions
KYC/AML managed services and Utilities
Legal Entity Identifiers
Enterprise Risk Management Technology

About World-Check
World-Check® is our risk intelligence database
It provides organizations with structured data from
reliable and reputable public domain sources to help
them fulfill their due diligence obligations and identify
potential financial and related crime, as well as
politically exposed persons (PEPs).

Meeting global legislation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Anti-Money Laundering Legislation
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
UK Bribery Act
OECD Anti-Bribery Act
Countering the Financing of
Terrorism Legislation CFT/CTF
UK Modern Slavery Act
Conflict Minerals Legislation
Dodd-Frank Act
California Transparency in Supply
Chains Act
EU Timber Regulation (EUTR)FLEGT
Australian Illegal Logging
Prohibition Act
Environmental Legislation
PEP Screening – National/Global
Sanctions Compliance

What is included in the data?

Sanctions
PEPs & RCAs
Law Enforcement
Regulatory
Enforcement
Negative media

Why do organisations use risk intelligence
databases like World-Check?
Global coverage, local knowledge
• 400+ researchers situated on
five continents
• 90+% of World-Check
researchers speak two or more
languages
• Native-speaking researchers
pick up on the subtleties in the
text in a way that multilingual
speakers do not

Who uses World-Check?
Clients in 170+ countries, including:
The world’s
largest banks

Key Reasons to use WorldCheck Risk Intelligence:

Far beyond sanctions
Early warning system
Truly global research
PEPs and their associates

Fortune 500
companies

Highly structured information
Not mere data aggregation
Driving operational efficiency

300+ government
and intelligence
agencies
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Strict Quality-Controlled
Inclusion Criteria
AI-powered negative media
coverage

Enhance Due Diligence Reports
Benefits:
RESEARCH ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN STANDARD REPORTS

Unparalleled knowledge,
experience and coverage
High quality reports with a
quick turnaround

A full service offering
A consistent, transparent
flexible extension to your
team
Reduced cost of ownership
Greater operational
efficiency, greater
transparency
Comprehensive coverage in
all jurisdictions
30

The Coalition has reached over 15 million
across 64 countries in less than a year
1

31

TWITTER:
• 650,000 impressions
• 220,000 video views

2

ENGAGEMENT STATS FOR JANUARY
2019 alone:
• 4.4m impressions
• 44 countries represented
• 220,000 video views
• Refinitiv leading a global conversation

3

4
LINKEDIN
• 600+ likes
• 180,000 views
• 1,300 clicks to video lookbook

CRYPTO EVENT (NOV. 18)
• 10,000 views in the first 5 days
• Reached 64 countries

Coalition’s approach and principles

4 Core operating principles adopted:

1

No duplication:
Harness antifinancial crime
efforts where
possible

2

Provides a
platform to raise
awareness and
promote content
driven output

3

Provide
recommendation
s at the political
& policy levels

4

The objective is
to enhance the
effectiveness of
the AML regime

Multi-faceted global approach:
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Broad definition of financial
crime

Focus on making an impact

Work with multiple actors /
public-private cooperation

Drive change for
effectiveness

Defining financial crime in broad
terms, not just as the proceeds of
illegal activity, in order to combat
the broad range of financial crimes
that impact economies, societies
and individuals worldwide

Moving away from a ‘tick box’
compliance approach and towards
making a real impact

Working with the financial and nonfinancial sectors to recognize and
promote the strategic importance of
emerging technologies

Driving change by helping financial
institutions to become more
effective in combating crime

Promote Visibility to Increase Effectiveness

Our ways of working
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External
Stakehold
ers
Policy
Platforms

Members

Secretariat

Operating Principles
•

Openness

Promote open dialogue

•

Transparency

Key to understanding what are we
doing and how are we doing it

•

Collaboration

Identify synergies to work together to
achieve objective

•

No Objection

Decision making based on ‘no
objection’

•

Recognition

Recognition of others initiatives /
amplify messages on behalf of others

•

Agile

Fluid / flexible ways of working to
allow Coalition to pivot as necessary

Accountability

Held by each organization is for own
initiatives & managing own
relationships

•

Thank you

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.
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Vincent Denoville
Head of Compliance Operations & Strategy, FIFA

Compliance in Football
Vincent Denonville

Refinitiv - Risk Revealed 2019

17 September 2019

Agenda

Who we are

What we do
Q&A
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Who we are

38

Brief History

1930
1932

2016

1904
1991

1991

2006
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World of Football

40

FIFA Corporate Governance

EXECUTIVE

JUDICIAL

LEGISLATIVE

FIFA CONGRESS

Decision-making
bodies

FIFA PRESIDENT
FIFA Council
9 Standing Committees

Independent
committees

Disciplinary, Ethics and Appeal
Committees
Audit and Compliance
Committee

SECRETARY GENERAL

Implementation

Supreme and legislative body

FIFA Administration

Strategic and oversight body
Advisory bodies

Judicial bodies
Audit and Compliance

Executive, operational and administrative
body
42

FIFA Standing Committees
GOVERNANCE
Responsible for all governance matters
Review Committee:
Responsible for eligibility checks

ORGANISING COMMITTEE FOR
FIFA COMPETITIONS
Responsible for the organisation of all
official FIFA competitions in compliance
with the applicable regulations and hosting
documents

PLAYER’S STATUS
Responsible for monitoring compliance
with the Regulations on the Status and
Transfers of Players and for the work of
the Dispute Resolution Chamber

FINANCE
Responsible for financial and asset
management strategy, budgeting,
consolidated financial statements, and for
policies, rules and guidelines in financial
and asset management matters

FOOTBALL STAKEHOLDERS

Responsible for football matters, in
particular for optimising the relations
between football stakeholders, the
structure of the game, and technical
development

REFEREES
Responsible for the implementation and
interpretation of the Laws of the Game, for
the referees and assistant referees for FIFA
competitions

DEVELOPMENT
Responsible for strategy and budget
allocation for FIFA’s global development
programmes

AT LEAST 50%
INDEPENDENT
MEMBERS

MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
Responsible for the optimisation of
relations between FIFA and its member
associations’ compliance with the FIFA
Statutes

Elected by the Congress
Appointed by the Council

MEDICAL
Responsible for all medical aspects of
football including the fight against doping
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5 DEVELOPMENT GOALS FOLLOWING THE
UN SDGs

Community
building

Health

Education

Equality &
inclusion

Dialogue &
peace

KEY PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recovery Programme
Community Programme
Football for girls in the Middle East
FIFA Legends Tour
Digital crowd funding
Educational programmes
44

What we do
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Statutory Objectives
• Improve the game of football and promote it globally in
the light of its unifying, educational, cultural and
humanitarian values, particularly through youth and
development programmes
• Organise international competitions
• Govern the game of football and prevent infringements of
the Statutes, regulations or decisions of FIFA or of the
Laws of the Game
• Ensure that the game of football is available
to all who wish to participate, regardless of gender or age
• Promote the development of women’s football
and the full participation of women at all levels of
football governance

• Promote integrity, ethics and fair play
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FIFA 2.0 – A Vision for the Future
TO PROMOTE THE GAME OF FOOTBALL, PROTECT IST INTEGRITY AND BRING THE GAME TO ALL

HOW TO REALISE THE
VISION

THE STRATEGY TO
GET THERE

THE GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

GROW THE GAME

OWNERSHIP

TRANSPARENCY

ENHANCE THE EXPERIENCE

INVESTMENT

BUILD A STRONGER
INSTITUTION

INNOVATION

ACCOUNTABILITY

COOPERATION
INCLUSIVITY

BEST INTEREST OF FOOTBALL
47

Goals by 2026

Investing

USD 4 Billion
in football development over
the next decade via FIFA’s 211
member associations under
the FIFA Forward Programme
and additional funding
initiatives

Increasing total participation
in football – players, coaches,
referees and fans – from 45%
to

60%
of the global population

Increasing to

60 million
the number of female football
players worldwide by 2026
through the development and
execution of a strategy to
bring women’s football into
the mainstream

Changing the current model to
take

more direct
control
of critical business operations,
including the FIFA World
CupTM ticketing and
organisational activities
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Grow the game
49

FIFA Forward Development Programme

Greater
investment

More
impact

Enhanced
oversight
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Greater Investment
FIFA Forward 2.0 (2019-2022)

•

Each member association entitled to up to
USD 6 million

•

Each confederation entitled to up to USD
12 million

By 2022,
FIFA will have invested
USD 3 billion
in development through
FIFA Forward
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Enhanced Oversight
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More Impact
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10 FIFA Regional Offices

Zürich

Dubai
Barbados
Panama

Delhi

Dakar
Addis
Ababa
Kuala Lumpur

Asuncion
Auckland

3 staff members in each
office, a Manager and
2 Coordinators

Johannesburg
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Enhance the
Experience
55

FIFA’s Competitions Portfolio
ENHANCE THE
EXPERIENCE
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FIFA EVENTS PORTFOLIO
Official Draws

Congresses
ENHANCE THE
EXPERIENCE

Ceremonies

FIFA Awards
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In other words…
In the last 4-years period, FIFA spent approximately:

•

USD 1,140,000 on development & education

•

USD 380,000 on youth, women’s &
other tournaments

•

USD 1,250,000 on organising the
FIFA World Cup

EVERY DAY!
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Build a strong institution
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Reforms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Separation of powers (strategic and operational)
Term limits (max 12 years for President and
Council members)
Disclosure of compensation
Enhanced control of money flows
Universal good governance principles
Election of council members supervised by FIFA
after conducting comprehensive eligibility and
integrity checks
Commitment to empower women in football
Commitment to human rights enshrined
in the FIFA statutes
New football stakeholder committee
(including players, clubs and leagues)

BUILD A
STRONG
INSTITUTION
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FIFA Compliance Program

BUILD A
STRONG
INSTITUTION

Reputational Risk
Directives

International Trade
Control Directives

Conflict of Interest
Directives

Anti-Corruption Directives

Code of Conduct

Gifts and Hospitality
Directives

All policies available on internet. Policies can be consulted by clicking on the images.
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FIFA Compliance Program
FIFA COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
 Dedicated Compliance team with CCO reporting to Secretary General and Audit and Compliance Committee,
professional
leadership
and fullfor
time
compliance
professionals
Clear roles and
responsibilities
FIFA
compliance
team and FIFA team members and officials set out in Control
FIFA Management & Resource focus
 Environment Directives and Code of Conduct
 Support sustainable embedding of integrity principles into FIFA's culture
 Annual risk based compliance risk assessment involving the FIFA Team members, identifying focus areas and need for
training and guidance
Compliance Risk Assessment
 Promote and communicate the risk assessment approach in the football world
 Pro-active risk assessment by business when activities change
 Transparent, accessible and understandable policies and procedures across FIFA
Policies and procedures
 Policies are revised on a periodic basis (2-year cycle)
 Consistent and effective training, identifying audiences using a targeted, risk-based approach
 Define training plan based on training needs
Training and Communications
 Evaluate training effectiveness and modify content based on emerging risks
 Tailored communication via different channels involving FIFA team members to create awareness and knowledge on
relevant Compliance topics
 Risk -based approach to monitor and report on the effectiveness of the Compliance program
 Review and utilise available data to enhance risk based testing
Monitoring and Auditing
 Robust controls to ensure Compliance can enforce and monitor policies and procedures
 Manage and review third party and other relationships
 Solid conflict of Interest declaration process
 Compliance awareness program involving leadership in activities increase and maintain awareness of compliance
issues with elaborated whistle-blower mechanism
 Organise annual summit and develop tools for the Member Associations and Confederations
Evaluate and improve
 Investigation of key compliance issues in close collaboration with all relevant teams and with "lessons learned"
analysis and implementation
 Risk based action plan for third parties on all the Compliance program components

BUILD A
STRONG
INSTITUTION
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FIFA Due diligence

BUILD A
STRONG
INSTITUTION
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FIFA Governance reports
BUILD A
STRONG
INSTITUTION

The annual FIFA Governance report is part of the increased transparency a.o. regarding FIFA’s governance activities and remuneration of executive management.
The reports are available on https://www.fifa.com/about-fifa/who-we-are/official-documents/ and can be consulted by clicking on the images.
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Inna Podsekina
Research Manager, Refinitiv

Adrian Mahn
Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv

How to manage noncompliance risk while reducing
operational costs?
World-Check
Inna Podsekina

World-Check data
Model and focus

Aggregates and provides clients with
access to:

• Heightened risk individuals and entities
• From public domain data (open source)
data which is:
─ Global

─ Intelligence

─ Aggregated

─ Associated

─ Deduplicated

─ Enhanced

─ Structured

─ Narrative

─ Consolidated
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SENSITIVITY: CONFIDENTIAL | Refinitiv World-Check Risk Intelligence Data

GLOBAL
World-Check records individuals in every habited location
on earth – 245 countries and dependent territories

World-Check data
Key features and benefits
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World-Check is a global
standard, trusted by
16,000+ customers in
180+ countries

World-Check is designed
and structured to
minimise operational
cost and lower Total Cost
of Ownership

World-Check is constantly
updated with 50K+ new
profiles and 80K+ records
reviewed each month

World-Check is used by
300+ government and
intelligence agencies
worldwide

World-Check’s sanctions
content is updated
24/7/365 and is ISAE
3000 certified on an
annual basis

World-Check has strict
quality-controlled
inclusion criteria to
ensure accuracy and
relevance

SENSITIVITY: CONFIDENTIAL | Refinitiv World-Check Risk Intelligence Data

World-Check data
Key features and benefits (cont.)

World-Check inclusion
criteria and content is
aligned to legislation and
regularly updated

World-Check has a global
operational footprint, with
400+ highly trained
research analysts who
speak 65+ languages

World-Check establishes
connections between
records, allowing clients to
uncover hidden risks

World-Check is highly
structured with 30+
fields, allowing flexible and
highly targeted screening

World-Check is globally
comprehensive, with 4+
million records

World-Check has won
numerous awards,
including from Interpol
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World-Check content: regulatory drivers

The World-Check content is driven by and aligned to legislation and regulation; it
is a tool designed to help clients to comply with regulatory obligations, such as:
Sanctions
•
OFAC, CAATSA, UN, UKHMT, CANS, MINEFI, DFAT, and hundreds more
Anti-Money Laundering
•
FATF & Wolfsberg guidance, BSA, PATRIOT Act, 4MLD & 5MLD, etc.
Anti-bribery & Corruption
•
FCPA, UKBA, OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, UN Convention Against Corruption, etc.

Sanctions
Law Enforcement
Regulatory
Enforcement

Countering the Financing of Terrorism
•
UN Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, FATF, PATRIOT Act, etc.

PEPs & RCAs

Anti-organized crime
•
Palermo Convention, POCA, RICO, etc.

SOEs & SIEs

Human rights & supply chains
•
UK Modern Slavery Act, Dodd Frank Act, California Transparency in Supply Chains Act, etc.

Environmental legislation
•
EU Timber Regulation, US Lacey Act, etc.
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Negative media

World-Check contains data about…
Countries
& regions

Ports &
airports
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Individual
s

Aircraft

Companies &
Banks

Vessels

State Owned
Entities

International
organizations

Criminal &
terrorist
groups

Other entities

Why is World-Check data used?

Required for:

• New Client screening at onboarding
• Retrospective and ongoing screening for existing clients
• High risk payment screening especially cross border payments
• End client validation

• Correspondent banking relationships
• Transaction monitoring look-backs
• Supplier, partner, agent and employee initial and ongoing screening
• Periodic or once-off due diligence, e.g. pre-IPO or acquisition
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Deduplicated Data
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World-Check data
Aggregated and deduplicated

• Each record within World-Check represents a single individual or legal entity
• For example, Hassan Al-Turki is listed on 49 different government lists, but is only listed in World-Check as a
single record with 20+ news articles
• Deduplication greatly decreases remediation efforts and simplifies match validation
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World-Check data
Aggregated and deduplicated

• Deduplication significantly reduces the number of
records that need to be screened against

• For sanctions compliance, this can reduce
workloads by well over 50%
25000

20000

UN
SECO

15000

UKHMT
OFAC

10000

DFAT
CANS
EU

5000

0
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Raw

Deduplicated
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• SanctionSets contain only the data provided by the
sanction body in World-Check format with WorldCheck UIDs – transactional screening

Sanctions Update
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Sanctions Coverage

Sanctions are protective restrictive measures, such as an asset freeze or
block, investment or travel ban, financial sanctions, arms and trade
embargoes, etc.
World-Check covers:
•

280+ known sanctions lists

•

100% coverage – external assurance with ISAE 3000 audit of major
sanctions lists on an annual basis

•

Major sanctions list monitored and covered on a 24/7/365 basis

•

Special team dedicated to covering all sanctions lists

•

Dedicated Quality Control

•

Records are “keyworded” allowing flexible screening
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280+
sanctions lists
covered

Sanctions comprise
approximately

0.8%
of the data

Implicit or narrative sanctions coverage

• Narrative sanctions apply when sanctions are extended to certain nonlisted entities or individuals by a narrative statement in the listing, e.g.:
- entities owned by sanctioned entities/individuals (e.g. OFAC 50%)
- relatives of sanctioned individuals (e.g. CAATSA)
- other entities described, but not named in listing (e.g. CBW Directive)
• Requires significant further qualitative research to uncover

• OFAC, UN, EU, UKHMT and Russian narrative sanctions covered
extensively
• Narrative Sanctions Research Unit
• Records are “keyworded”
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OFAC 50% rule
•

Any entity owned (50% or more)
by a listed person

•

Owned in the aggregate, directly
and indirectly

New Sanctions Related keyword type

• Keywords in World-Check are currently divided into four types shown below with examples:
SANCTIONS
European Union Sanctions
[EU]

• New keyword type:

REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT
Central Bank of Russian Federation
[RUCBR]

SANCTIONS RELATED
Russian Sectoral Sanctions
[RSSRE-WC]
OFAC CBW Directive
[USCBW-WC]
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
UK Metropolitan Police [METPOL]

OTHER BODIES
International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists –
Panama Papers [PAICIJ-WC]

PEP Expiration Feature
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The problem of overscreening

Overscreening occurs when you screen more than what is required by regulation (“compliance view”)
or what is required to manage AML, CFT or sanctions risks (“risk view”).
Examples include:
• Screening against sanctions from geographically distant or
irrelevant sanctions bodies
• Screening all PEPs and not developing an institutional PEP
definition informed by applicable regulatory requirements and risks

• Screening all adverse media or all watchlist lists, regardless of
relevance or risk
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A plethora of
PEPs

PEP Expiration – reduce alert volume by not overscreening
Problem Statement: For how long after leaving office is a PEP a PEP?
Different countries have varying standards, e.g. Germany = 1 year, Brazil = 5 years, etc…
Solution: The biography section of the PEP record is restructured in a new multi-value field to clearly indicate the details of
each PEP role. This allows a client to define PEP expiration that is shorter than the World-Check default expiration and
therefore exclude that record from re-screening.
Existing PEP
Sub-category field

PEP Status = Active | Inactive | Unknown

Existing PEP
Position field

Calculated value based on the aggregate Role statuses of each PEP
AND the status of any connected Primary PEPs

PEP ROLE

PEP ROLE
LEVEL

PEP POSITION

PEP BIOGRAPHY

PEP ROLE
STATUS

TERM START
DATE

State presidential
Candidate

PEP N

Candidate

Secretary of State

PEP N

Government Official

Democratic Party candidate for US President in
2016 general election

Current

Jul 2009

Secretary of State

US Secretary of State

Current

Jan 2009

PEP N

Government Official

Member of US National Security Council

Former

Jan 2009

Feb 2013

Senior Official – SOE

PEP N

Senior Official –
SOE

Member of the Board of Directors for The
Broadcasting Board of Governors

Former

2009

2013

Federal Senator

PEP N

Member of
Legislature

Federal senator for the State of New York

Former

Unknown

Unknown
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TERM END
DATE

PEP Expiration in action

The PEP status value in the biography is clearly defined in
this multi-layered structure
• Role
• Role Level
• Position
• Current, Former or Unknown
• Term start and finish date
• PEP role bio
New C6 Update Classification
The same information, displayed differently with clearly
defined separators, in the Data-File download.
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Terrorism Category Update
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World-Check data
Intelligence and associated: terrorism coverage

There are 2 types of records under the
World-Check TERRORISM categories:

Terrorism - listed records vs World-Check records

1. Person or entity arrested or charged
on suspicion of involvement in
terrorism or terror related activities or
convicted of terror related crime

2. Person or entity identified on a
national or internationally recognized
banning, warning, wanted list (e.g.
OFAC, UN, INTERPOL, etc.) as
connected to terrorism or individuals
connected to such organizations.
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World-Check
OFAC/EU/UN/HMT

New terrorism categories
Report categorization explained

• Pre-conviction
Individuals who are investigated, accused, arrested, charged, questioned or detained remain categorized as
either INDIVIDUAL or in the correct non-crime category (i.e., legal, religion, diplomat, etc.) until conviction
New: NONCONVICTION TERROR
• Post-conviction/pleading guilty categories
– CRIME – NARCOTICS
– CRIME – ORGANIZED
– CRIME – WAR
– CRIME – FINANCIAL
– CRIME – TERROR (new)
– CRIME – OTHER
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World-Check categories
Every World-Check report is classified in one or more of 20+ ways
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Bank

Crime-Other

Individual

Political Party

Corporate

Crime-Terror

Legal

Port

Country

Crime-War

Military

Religion

Crime-Financial

Diplomat

Nonconviction Terror

Trade Union

Crime-Narcotics

Embargo

Organization

Vessel

Crime-Organized

Embargo Vessel

Political Individual
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Content Update Classification
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Content Update Classification

Provides details on the type of update last made to each
record, divided into five categories:
1. C1 – most critical updates
2. C2
3. C3

C1

C2
C3

4. C4 – least critical updates

C4

5. C5 – record reviewed with no update (non-client facing)

C5

6. C6 – new data fields introduced (new)
Allows clients to determine which reports need to be
rescreened, eliminating a significant amount of work.
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Record Tagging
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Record Risk Term Tagging

Nearly 40% of World-Check reports are in the INDIVIDUAL category and meet the following criteria:
• Facing charges, but not yet convicted
• Politically exposed
• They do not meet the criteria for a World-Check crime category

New multi-value Risk Term Tag field will:
- enrich World-Check records
- improve risk filtering beyond category field
- provide better insight into level of risk
Example tags: “Human Trafficking”, “Bribery and Corruption”, “Cybercrime” etc.
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World-Check One:
Media, Vessel and
Beneficiary
Ownership screening

Introduction to Media-Check, Vessel-Check and UBO-Check as part
of the World-Check One platform

Media-Check, Harnessing Artificial Intelligence

A unique media screening and processing feature powered by artificial
intelligence (AI) that helps address the regulatory and reputational
consequences of overlooking key data in the fight against financial crime.
An opt-in, integrated feature that delivers machine learning capability increasing
efficiency by filtering unstructured content from over 16,000 global print and web
sources, giving institutions more accurate and relevant data faster.
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Structured vs. Unstructured Negative Media Content
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The Challenge

In the digital age, vast volumes of information can overwhelm attempts to pinpoint what is relevant to
financial crime and eliminate what is not.
Missing an important piece of media information about a specific individual or entity could have significant
consequences, particularly from a regulatory compliance perspective – and it is therefore critical that clients find
the clear signal in the noise.
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Intelligent Tagging and Classification – Taming Unstructured Content

Unstructured Content

AI

Structure

KYC
Taxonomy
Traditionally licensed content
Royalty based redistribution
13,000+ quality sources
Newswires
Global, national and regional
newspapers
Government
Full-text search and archive
Intelligent tagging
23 languages
Continuously updated

Name
Extraction
Document
Topics

Risk Detection
3000+ sources
Online News
Law enforcement
Blogs
Full text searching
Intelligent tagging
13 languages
Updated 4 times a day
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Search and
Retrieval

Event
Clustering

Delivery

World-Check
One

Initial
Screening

Relationships
On-going
Screening

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to Identify False Positive Risk Relationships

Traditional aggregator/
Web search engine approach

Our unique approach
Job role

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs

Entity facing risk

Officer Jane Doe arrested the accused Joe Bloggs
Joseph Bloggs
Joseph Peter Bloggs
Joe P. Bloggs

In this example, both Jane Doe and Joe Bloggs would be
marked as possible matches due to their name appearing
near negative keywords. Any article referring to “Joseph
Bloggs” would be missed.
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By using artificial intelligence, we can provide intelligent
“name matching” and surface articles where an entity is more
likely facing a risk. In this case, “Joe Bloggs” is the entity
facing a risk.

Taxonomy – Categorizing Unstructured Content

Environmental risk

Financial risk/health

Financial crime

Intellectual property rights/brand
infringements/anticompetitive behavior

Sanctions enforcement and restrictions

Terrorism related matters

Political exposure

Social risk inc. employment practices,
child exploitation, conflict minerals,
forced and slave labor,
human rights violations

Banking risk inc. clients, products,
business practices

Theft, fraud, bribery, corruption,
abuse of power, forgery and counterfeiting,
tax evasion, embezzlement

Accusation
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Crime inc. conspiracy, collusion,
cross-border, organized crime,
trafficking, weapons, violence,
war crimes

Information security, IT governance,
security breaches, cybercrime

Charge

Conviction

Exoneration
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What is Vessel Check?

World-Check One Vessel Check is an opt-in,

integrated feature that delivers a

powerful combination of trusted and
accurate data sets for comprehensive screening,
all on a

single platform.

A powerful combination

IHS Maritime the world’s
foremost information and
insight provider of maritime
data to identify vessels
and related entities

Market-leading World-Check
Risk Intelligence for
comprehensive risk screening

Enhanced Due Diligence
(EDD) reports (optional addon) on entities you consider
suspicious

•

Unrivalled breadth and depth of IHS Maritime data combined with World-Check trusted and accurate risk intelligence on the
award winning World-Check One data screening platform.

•

Request an EDD report directly off the World-Check One platform.

•

This single platform approach means that all relevant information is available in one place and this aids over-stretched
compliance teams, reducing the strain on resources and boosting efficiency.
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The three step process at a glance

*

* Optional add-on
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Magdalena Białecka
Marketing Specialist, Refinitiv

No Giveaways, Plastic, Paper Here

At Refinitiv, sustainability is at the core of the work we do, and we are committed to advancing
the UN Sustainable Development Goals with the services and solutions we offer.
In alignment with this, we have also decided to make today’s event as sustainable as possible.
Our event today will be paperless and plastic-free, and as a change from previous years, we will
not be giving out any corporate gifts, instead we will be making donation on your behalf to a
charity which supports one of the sustainable development goals.
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No Giveaways Here
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No Giveaways Here – The Freedom Fund Donation

The Freedom Fund is a leader in the global movement to end modern slavery.
„We identify and invest in the most effective frontline efforts to eradicate modern slavery in the
countries and sectors where it is most prevalent. Partnering with visionary investors,
governments, anti-slavery organizations and those at risk of exploitation, we tackle the systems
that allow slavery to persist and thrive. Working together, we protect vulnerable populations,
liberate and reintegrate those enslaved and prosecute those responsible.
Committed to achieving the greatest impact, the Freedom Fund draws on the investment
heritage of our founders, investing in new initiatives and replicating and scaling-up proven
programs globally.”

https://freedomfund.org/
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Adrian Mahn
Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv

World-Check One:
UBO Check
Powered by Dun & Bradstreet

The power of establishing a risk based approach for UBO,
from screening to enhanced due diligence checks
designed to fit your specific needs

Beneficial ownership and the law
• Global anti-money laundering (AML) and
financial crime laws require organizations to
identify, validate and screen the UBOs, both
direct and indirect, of an entity before
establishing a business relationship (examples
include: AMLD5, FATF recommendations, …)
• Potentially false customer declarations on
ownership structures create AML risk,
consequently independent verification of
ownership structures are needed
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World-Check One: UBO Check

The misuse of legal entities

“Almost every economic crime involves the
misuse of corporate entities – money launderers
exploit cash-based businesses and other legal
vehicles to disguise the source of their illicit gains,
bribe-givers and recipients conduct their illicit
transactions through bank accounts opened under the
names of corporations and foundations, and
individuals hide or shield their wealth from tax
authorities and other creditors through trusts and
partnerships, to name but a few examples.”

“Behind the Corporate Veil: Using Corporate Entities
for Illicit Purposes” (OECD, 2001)
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Source: Global Financial
Integrity
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The complexity of beneficial ownership

• Identifying UBOs is not always straightforward for
several reasons:
• Ownership information may be fragmented, stored
in different locations, or difficult to find
• Different jurisdictions often have different methods
of defining and recording ownership
• Financial criminals may deliberately create layers
of opacity
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Methods of obtaining UBO data

Ask the client

Data aggregators

The simplest and seemingly easiest way
to obtain UBO information is to ask.

Consulting data aggregations (like Dun &
Bradstreet) to identify UBOs.

Using a wide-variety of secondary
sources & registries to identify UBOs.

Benefits:

Benefits:

Benefits:

•

In theory should always be able to get
an answer

•

•

Will be more up to date in some
circumstances

•

Can be integrated into existing KYX
processes and systems

•

Allows UBO identification in a wider
set of circumstances

•

Ability to detect fronting (where good
investigative journalism exists)

Limitations:

•
•

Data aggregators provide global data,
tracking ownership across multiple
jurisdictions
Provides more assurance and
independence than asking
No need to “bother clients”

Side-ways research

•

Manual, time-consuming and costly

•

Lack of standardisation

Limitations:

Limitations:

•

Those with something to hide can and
will simply lie

•

Coverage is partial and not perfect

•

Manual, time-consuming and costly

•

•

•

Sometimes entities in complex
structures don’t know their UBOs

Depends on company registries doing
due diligence

Secondary sources may not allow
identification

•

May be out of date

•

Access may be limited
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Our solution: Market-leading data sets combined in one platform

Dun and Bradstreet UBO data
has over 30,000 data sources in
more than 215 countries to
support UBO identification and
validation
And

Refinitiv’s market-leading World-Check
Risk Intelligence data, with over 4 million
structured records, including more than
700 sanctions, watch and enforcement
lists to screen names against, to reveal
possible regulatory or reputational risk
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Integrated in to our award
winning World-Check One
screening platform with time
and cost saving workflow
solution tools to help you
make informed business
decisions faster

About Dun & Bradstreet data

• Nearly ninety percent of the Fortune 500,
and companies of every size around the
world, rely on Dun & Bradstreet data,
insights and analytics
• Covers companies in over 215 countries

• 100 million connections and beneficial
ownership calculations down to 0.01%
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World-Check One: UBO Check

• A truly global view
• Information is kept up-to-date and relevant
through automated data capture process
• More than a century of experience

About World-Check Risk Intelligence

• Over 400 highly trained researchers
• Expertise in more than 60 languages
• Over 4 million highly structured records
• Over 700 sanctions, regulatory and law
enforcement lists
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World-Check One: UBO Check

• Screen for PEP, watch list or sanctions
exposure, as well as negative media
• Thousands of media sources, company
information and regulatory filings
• Exclusive features to help you work more
efficiently

Integrated workflow for verifying and screening beneficiary owners

• Combining world-leading data sources
• Integrated workflow enables greater
efficiency in AML operations through
seamlessly importing UBO data into the
screening process
• Innovative visualisation capabilities help
identify hidden relationships and potential
risk
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Advanced Case Manager functionality uses
parent case logic that allows linked entities
to be grouped to build a holistic view of
ownership and potential risk

UBO Check in
Action

UBO Check in Action
Find a company Search and screen

Screen for entering your
search criteria note the
fields with * are
compulsory fields to
activate your search.

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action
Results for UBO data/matches

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action

Visualization of relationship and ownership

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action

Screen against World-Check Risk Intelligence

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

UBO Check in Action

Taking it one step further with Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports

Order
EDD
report

The screenshots will be replaced
from time to time
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World-Check One: UBO Check

Adam Skowronek
EMEA Case Manager, Refinitiv

High Risk Customers
and Third Parties

How to identify, manage and address your risks by partnering with Refinitiv
Adam Skowronek
Senior Manager, Enhanced Due Diligence
September 2019

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.

Initial Risk Assessment

John Smith
KLM Inc.
Sergey Vladimirovich Lum
Joanna Wilson
Samuel Beck
Johann Strauss
FED Inc.
Company GmbH
EVO Incorporated
A.J. Smith
Constance Daniels

OOO Prom
ZZ Holdings A Ltd.
Sayaka Ito
Mary Jones
ABC Ltd.

John Smith
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EDD at a glance

Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) reports provide detailed background checks on individuals and
entities as part of wider anticorruption, anti-money laundering, or other compliance programs.

Not enough info

KLM Inc.

Samuel Beck
J

Jo

Co

Sergey

EVO Incorporated

A.J. Smith

Con

ZZ Holdings A Ltd

Mary Jones
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Local
language

Lack of
Context

EDD by Refinitiv

It is:

It is not:

• One-off research exercise.

• No continuous screening.

• Research is done by analysts in research centres.

• Not done by machines or Google Translate.

• Data gathered legally and ethically in public domain.

• No unethical activities or dubious sources.

• Pre-agreed number of subjects only.

• We do not extend research indefinitely.

• We classify risk.

• We do not advise on risk.
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What do we do?

Standard EDD research elements

Registration Data
UBO
Comprehensive Media
and Internet Searches
Global Compliance Check
Litigation, Bankruptcy,
Regulatory, Law Enforcement

Business Intelligence
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Research Elements

Media and Internet searches
• Research conducted by local language speakers.
• Sources include Internet search engines and international/local news aggregators.
• Company checks conducted on official names, former names, trade names, aliases,
abbreviations
• Individual checks conducted on multiple name combinations, translations and transliterations
Adam Tomasz Skowronek

Saddam Hussein / Hussain / Hoessein / Husayn (صدام حسين
)

Adam T Skowronek

Saddam Hussein / Hussain/ Hoessein / Husayn Al Tikriti (تي
)صدامحسين التكري

Adam Skowronek

Saddam H Al Tikriti (تي
)صدام ح التكري

Skowronek Adam

Saddam Al Tikriti (تي
)صدام التكري

Adam Thomas Skowronek

Al Tikriti Saddam (تي صدام
)التكري
El Tikriti / Tikriti / alTikriti/ eltikriti (تي
)التكري

Адам Томаш Сковронек etc.
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Research Elements

Global Compliance Checks
• Compliance, regulatory, sanctions and political exposure → World-Check
Litigation, regulatory, bankruptcy and law enforcement checks
• Global country database containing 8000+ country specific databases
• Maintained, audited and expanded by dedicated Content and Knowledge Management teams
• Various methods of retrieval
- Online sources (open / subscribed)
- Aggregators
- Offline sources (manual retrieval)
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About UBO…

Out of 237 countries, territories or jurisdictions where companies can be incorporated:
- 62% have online corporate registries
- 79% have corporate registries available online / in-person / via fax/post / via a lawyer
- 51% provide director information and only 57% disclose shareholders.

Registry information often out of date or incomplete. Ownership information can change overtime
and registries often do not update in real time.
UBO research, as done by Refinitiv EDD, spans across registration as well as all available public
domain data. We investigate hard-stops through lateral searches in order to present a
comprehensive picture.
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About Source of Wealth…

SoW EDD aims to build a profile of a customer’s current and past activities that contributes to the
wealth profile. These may include employment, investments or family wealth. Holistic approach to SoW
helps identify gaps in the narrative.
SoW EDD goes beyond simply identifying assets; the assessment should include a narrative on an
individuals’ corporate affiliations, employment history, and assets owned (property, shareholdings).
When wealth originates from family ties such as inheritance, marriage or other events, an SoW
assessment may be extended to cover the original holder of the wealth.
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Business Intelligence

Survey through authoritative sources of a person or company’s background and reputation. It is
conducted by our global network of carefully selected and verified subcontractors and managed by our
in-house team of BI Managers. BI sources are selected for their authority and credibility, and their
proximity to subjects.
• detailing political associations through relationship mapping
• detailing and contextualizing risk / corruption / social accountability / links to sanctioned entities etc.
• examining source of wealth, expansion of desktop for determining UBO
• best use cases include developing / emerging markets, countries with poorly developed civil sector
or lack of independent institutions, low profile/poor media coverage and societies with “macro” social
and political issues
Inquiries are conducted in full confidence and within ethical constraints, results are cross-checked with
public domain findings at several steps during the report’s lifetime.
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What else can we do?
Customized approach

“Let us help you do what you do”:

“Targeted EDD”:

• Working to Client’s templates (including
supporting documents)
• Hybrid research methodology
• Client’s risk assessment
• Great track record against strict quality control

• Beyond reputational overview
• Query-oriented research
• Insights into specific issues
• High-severity cases
• Extensive, high-value reports
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Example of customization

High volume screening with risk assessment – reports seamlessly integrated into the workflow

Registration Data
UBO
Comprehensive Media
and Internet Searches

UBO

Custom
Media

Global Compliance Check
Litigation, Bankruptcy,
Regulatory, Law Enforcement

Business Intelligence
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GCC

Risk
Assessment

API
The EDD API allows our clients and third parties to directly connect with our EDD ordering portal,
which enables users to order, check statuses and retrieve their reports.
Best in class security features:
•

Data management centers and fully trained staff working
on EDD workflow

EDD API

•

ISO27001 certified with regular code of conduct ethics
and data security training

Check System

•

Externally authenticated systems

•

Reduced log-in burden, saving you time and simplifying
user management

Best in class user experience:
•

Integrated with existing applications, providing a simplified solution

•

Filter information with the EDD platform

•

Check reports status and retrieve up to date EDD reports

•

Retrieve risk summary directly to your system
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Create Case

Client
Search Case
Amend Case
Get Master

Examples of integration
How we work with our industry peers

A
B

C

D
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Forming part of a panel, producing
high-value reports around specific
issues, scoping conducted on a caseby-case basis, follow-up meetings

E

Working with a global Private Wealth
firm producing SoW validation reports
as part of new client on-boarding
process, special focus on PEPs
Performing a remediation project of
entire client portfolio (circa 8,000
subjects) of high net worth clients
for tier 1 global bank – fully
customized report
Assisting an investment bank in
conducting reputational due diligence
prior to sponsoring IPO of Chinese
companies. Due diligence efforts
focused on compliance and
reputational risks such as financial
crime, labour practices, and
environmental track record.

Assist global investment bank conduct
initial KYC-related screening on wealth
management customers including
watch-list screening and adverse
media. Outsourced screening relieves
relationship managers from timeconsuming on-boarding activities and
ensure independent review of
potential customers.

FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE
UNIT

PRIVATE BANKING

F

G

Helping global investment bank
remediate client portfolios from high
risk jurisdictions and perform KYC,
Source of Funds, UBO Unwrapping,
risk assessment.
Providing full managed service to a
centralised due diligence team of a
global investment bank performing a
wide range of EDD tasks including
custom projects, remediation
exercises and deep dive reporting.

G

A
B

B

C

INVESTMENT BANKING

D

COMMERCIAL
BANKING

F

RETAIL BANKING

E

Key points of differentiation
Unparalleled knowledge and experience

PWC ISAE 3000 Security certification

We are the only provider with Knowledge Management, Audit and
Content teams who identify the best sources in each location,
enabling our researchers to spend less time searching and more time
analysing. AI powered tools allow more precise and faster process.

We are the only EDD provider with ISAE 3000 certification. Our
technology and process is of outmost security standards, certified by
external auditor. Our secure online portal makes it easy to order, track
and administer. API facility allows integration with 3PR management
systems.

Our staff are Counter Fraud Specialist and Certified Anti-Money
Laundering Specialist.

EDD data is hosted in ISO/IEC 2700127001 certified
data centers in Singapore and London.

Consistent quality and ethical practices

A proven and trusted supplier to the corporate and financial
industry

We average 120+ reports per day globally, yet we have a proven
track record of 99.7% quality success consistently. Year on year.
No one else does.

Highest ethical standard of collecting human intelligence
via the most comprehensive network of sources in the market
provides access to original intelligence not available through the
public domain, giving our clients a crucial competitive advantage.
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In corporate sector we work for
- one of the top 5 automotive company with over $80 billion revenue

- four of top 10 technology companies by revenue
- third globally largest pharmaceutical company
We have hundreds of clients across all sectors, including extractive,
retail, energy, defence, aerospace, construction and education.

Thank you

Adrian Mahn
Risk Solutions Consultant EMEA, Refinitiv

Qual-ID

Introduction to the Refinitiv Digital Identity Solution

July 2019

The Financial and
Risk business of
Thomson Reuters
is now Refinitiv.

Introduction: Digital transformation is gathering momentum

•

Manual processes are often slow and inaccurate

•

The financial institutions (FIs) that rely on them for customer identity and verification often experience:

•
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•

High customer abandonment rates

•

Greater incidence of financial crime

Forward-thinking FIs are actively investigating innovative ways to embrace digital transformation to:
•

Improve the client experience

•

Accelerate the pace of business

•

Protect themselves against fraud and financial crime
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Qual-ID: The combined power of two market leading solutions

Partnering to offer a market-leading Digital Identity solution to our global customers, including integration of the awardwinning World-Check
Refinitiv

Trulioo

Our insights, technologies and deep market

Trulioo is the leading global identity and

knowledge, help customers and partners

business verification provider specializing in

make the best use of our world-class data to

anti-money laundering (AML) and Know

drive performance and innovation, and move

Your Customer (KYC) compliance.

from big ideas to big results.
From payments and financial services to
With today’s leading data, analytics, trading,

and risk assessment tools
like Eikon, Elektron, FXall, and WorldCheck, we connect you to greater
opportunity in the world’s financial markets
to trade smarter and faster, overcome

regulatory challenges, and scale intelligently.
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ecommerce and online gaming, Trulioo’s
bank-grade verification solution services a
wide spectrum of industries.

Why you should use Qual-ID: Smarter humans using smarter machines
As the digital revolution continues to gather momentum, both you and your customers can look forward to a host of benefits,
including faster turnaround times; greater security; lower costs; and a better customer experience.

Digital identity verification and
screening are quicker than their
manual equivalents, so you can
onboard and service more customers,
more efficiently.
•

Reduces Fraud

•

Mitigates Regulatory Risk
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Faster turnaround times and fewer
touchpoints promote a better customer
experience and reduced abandonment
rates.
•

Reduce manual keying errors

•

Increase Revenue

•

Decrease abandonment

•

Lower Operational costs

Digital solutions remove the human
error factor, resulting in better levels of
compliance and more accurate
screening for financial crime.
•

Efficient deployment of
resources

•

Simpler processes

•

One contract and one integration

Robust onboarding: Enabled by Refinitiv Qual-ID

Our Digital Identity solution provides you with confidence and your customers with convenience

Electronic Identity Verification

World-Check AML Screening
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ID Document Verification
Automated & Manual
including OCR

Live Facial Comparison

Solution overview: Identity verification and AML checks via API and Portal
SaaS Portal also available via API
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Solution overview: How Identities are Verified

Robust sources in major capital markets with comprehensive coverage of adult population

CUSTOMER
sends request to verify their
identity

receives
confirmation
149
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forwards information to Partner
Sources

Verifies whether the identity
data
matches partner data

PARTNER SOURCE
Gets pinged for the identity in question

Document verification: Automated and manual escalation
>3,500 Identity documents verifiable

White Spots

Blurriness

Data Compare

Under/Over Exposure

Template Match

MRZ Checksums

Document Number Algorithms
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Analyzes, verifies and authenticates
3,500 identity documents from nearly
every country in the world.

Waterfall implementation of our API: Helping onboard more legitimate customers
Combination of IDV and IDP with World-Check helps onboard more legitimate customers

Consumer
Applies for
account

15%-40%
of applicants
can’t be
verified

Once a client
get a soft reject,
they are directed to
follow up steps that are
cumbersome which can
result in up to 90%
abandonment
rates.

Qual-ID IDV

Verified via
Qual-ID IDV

World-Check
Screening

Not Verified

Qual-ID IDP

Verified via
Qual-ID IDP

Matched on
World-Check

Put into
pending status
for further
review
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No WorldCheck Matches

Verified &
Approved
Consumer

With
Document
Verification
Customers can say
“yes” to more good
clients who wouldn’t
otherwise become
customers

Document Verification
provides customers with
a method for clearing
their pending client
queue…

Document Verification is
your key to getting good
clients out of the
“Pending” queue, onboarded and generating
lifetime value.

Key differentiators

Combining the expertise of Refinitiv and our partners we offer an unparalleled solution

Coverage & uniquely integrated
with World-Check
•

A comprehensive and unique
solution to help you onboard
more customers, reduce fraud
and abandonment rates, and
screen for financial crime.

Zero footprint

A better customer experience

Lower costs, less effort

•

•

•

Zero footprint technology deploy only when needed and
without data retention to meet
data privacy requirements.

A frictionless experience,
faster onboarding times and
fewer touchpoints.

More cost efficient and
requiring less time and effort
than manual processes.

Easy to integrate

Flexible and powerful

Secure and reliable

A trusted brand and sources

•

•

•

•
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Single API to ensure ease of
integration and a seamless
user experience and one
contract with Refinitiv

Flexible to meet dynamic
requirements at any point in
your digital transformation
journey, across channels and
geographies with
customizable rulesets
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Secure and reliable, offering
peace of mind and added
confidence for both you and
your customers with full audit
trail and reporting

We are a long-established
provider of sensitive
information, with proven
depth, breadth and scale
within our customer base

Qual-ID offers:
• Fast and secure digital identity verification and screening
• Seamless delivery
• A frictionless customer experience

and can result in:
• Reduced customer abandonment rates
• Decreased fraud and enhanced compliance

Thank you

